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In this paper we give a new proof for the C1 0-stability conjecture for flows. Our
approach is considerably different from that of Hayashi or Wen, and a good deal
of Liao’s obstruction sets theory is used.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a compact n-dimensional C Riemannian manifold without
boundary (n>1). Denote by X=X1(M) the set of all C 1 vector fields on
M, endowed with C1 topology.
The C1 0-stability conjecture for flows is the following (see below for
definitions):
The C1 0-Stability Conjecture for Flows. Let S be a C1 vector field on
M. If S is C1 0-stable, then S satisfies Axiom A and the no-cycle condition.
This conjecture was made by Palis and Smale in [19]. For a general
history of the conjecture and some related background, refer to [9, 15,
17, 19, 26] or to the more recent [5, 28]. The article [28] contains a nice
outline for the whole proof of this conjecture. Especially, it singles out and
highlights a crucial difficulty to be solved if one has proved the C1 struc-
tural stability conjecture and wants to attack further the C1 0-stability
conjecture. In this paper, we solve this crucial point (in an indirect way)
following [18]. Recently, Hayashi proved the C1 0-stability conjecture for
flows in [5]. Compared with his proof, the proof given in this paper does
not make use of a vague fact (see the proof of Lemma VII.4 in [5]).
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In the following, we will make some emphasis on Liao’s problem.
A system S # X is called a star system or S # X* if S has a neighborhood
U in X such that each Y # U has only finitely many singularities and at
most countably many periodic orbits (or equivalently, all singularities and
periodic orbits of each Y # U are hyperbolic; see [7, 16]). For the relations
between star systems and 0-stable systems, please see also [28] and cita-
tions listed there.
Write
L=L(M)=[X # X* | X has no singularities].
The following problem was first concerned by Liao in [9]; it will be called
Liao’s problem in this paper.
Liao’s Problem. Does every system in L satisfy Axiom A and the
no-cycle condition?
Due to [9], the answer to Liao’s problem in dim M=3 is ‘‘Yes.’’ The
answer to the case dim M>3 is still unknown. However, in Section 2, we
will show that there exists a Baire subset B/L such that any X # B
satisfies Axiom A and the no-cycle condition.
In this paper, we use a great deal of obstruction sets theory. The notion
of obstruction sets was introduced by Liao in [11], and a theory is then
developed in [11, 12]. Some important papers of Liao are collected in [7],
including [11, 12] and many important results on stability conjectures,
especially for the lower dimensional cases. For a brief introduction to
obstruction sets theory, see [10] or the below.
Now let us give some definitions. Given X # X, it generates a C 1 flow
,t=,Xt : M  M, t # R. Related to every vector field X # X, there is a sub-
bundle D=DX of the tangent bundle TM of M, which is defined as
D=[v # TxM | (v, X(x)) =0 and x # M&Sing(X)],
where Sing(X) is the set of all singularities of X, i.e., Sing(X)=
[x # M | X(x)=0]. We will call D the dual bundle of X. ,t naturally
induces a flow t=Xt on D. Denote by 0(X) the nonwandering set of X,
P(X) the set of all periodic points of X, and Pj (X) the set of all periodic
points of X whose index is j, 0 jn&1. A set 4/M is hyperbolic of X
if it is compact, invariant, i.e., ,t(4)=4 for t # R, and the restricted
tangent bundle T4M has a continuous invariant splitting E s XEu such
that for some constants *>0, T>0, one has
&d,t | E s(x)&e&*t and &d,&t | E u(x)&e&*t
for all x # 4 and tT.
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It is easy to show that when 4 & Sing(X)=<, a compact invariant set
4 is hyperbolic if and only if the restricted dual bundle D4 has a con-
tinuous invariant splitting D4=D& D+ such that for some constants
’>0, T>0, one has
’&(X, D&(x); t)&’t and ’+(X, D+(x); t)’t
for all x # 4 and tT. For any linear subspace A/D(x), t>0, ’& and ’+
are defined as
’&(X, A; t)={
sup
u # A, &u&=1
[log &Xt(u)&],
&
if dim A>0,
if dim A=0;
’+(X, A; t)={
inf
u # A, &u&=1
[log &Xt(u)&],

if dim A>0,
if dim A=0.
When no confusion will be made, ’&(X, A; t) and ’+(X, A; t) will briefly
be denoted by ’&(A, t) and ’+(A, t), respectively.
We say X satisfies Axiom A if (a) 0(X) is hyperbolic and (b)
Sing(X) _ P(X)=0(X). It is well known [25] that if X satisfies Axiom A,
0(X) has the spectral decomposition 0(X)=41 _ } } } _ 4l , where
4i , 1il, are the basic sets of X. If there exist points aj # M&0(X),
1 jk, such that for some ij # [1, 2, } } } , l], 1 jk, :(aj)/4ij and
|(aj)/4ij+1 , we say that there is a cycle among the basic sets. X satisfies
the no-cycle condition if there is no cycle among the basic sets of X. X is
C1 0-stable if X has a C 1 neighborhood U in X such that for any Y # U,
(0(Y), ,Yt) and (0(X), ,Xt) are flow equivalent.
Next we would like to introduce the concept of Liao’s obstruction set.
Let A : V  W be a 11 and onto linear mapping between two
m-dimensional Hilbert spaces. For any subset N/V (or W), let
N==[v # V | v = N]. Define 9A : V  W by 9A(v)= the orthogonal pro-
jection of A(v) on (A(v=))=.
According to the above construction t : D  D induces a flow 9t=
9t : D  D. It can easily be shown that this flow can be continuously
extended to D , the closure of D in TM. Define the obstruction set Ob(X)
of X by
Ob(X)=[x # M | _v # D x , v{0 such that &9t(v)&&v&, \t # R].
A compact invariant set 4/M is called a rambling set if 4 & (Ob(X) _
I(X)){<, where I(X) is the interior of Sing(X); otherwise, it is called a
normal set of X. Every rambling set contains at least one minimal rambling
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set. A minimal rambling set with a recurrent obstruction point is called
non-simple; otherwise it is called simple.
The following theorem is a combination of Theorem 6.3.6 and Theorem
6.5.7 in [7].
Theorem 1.1 [7]. Assume that X # X* and 4 is a minimal rambling set
of X without singularity.
(a) If 4 is simple, then there exists a point a # 4&Sing(X) such that
both |(a) and :(a) are hyperbolic. Moreover Ind|(a)=dim D&(a),
Ind:(a)=n&1&dim D+(a) and dim(D&(a)+D+(a))<n&1, where
D&(a)=D&(X, a)=[v # D(a) | lim
t  
t(v)=0], (1.1)
D+(a)=D+(X, a)=[v # D(a) | lim
t  &
t(v)=0]. (1.2)
(b) If 4 is non-simple, and there exist Xi # X* and periodic orbits
Pi , i1 of Xi with index p such that limi  Xi=X and [Pi] tends to 4 in
the sense of Hausdorff, then there exists a hyperbolic set 1/4 with
Ind1{ p.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the star
systems and Liao’s problem. As a corollary, it is shown that the 0-stability
conjecture for flows is generically correct. In Section 3, the proof of the
0-stability conjecture for flows is given (Theorem 3.5).
2. SOME GENERIC RESULTS
All results in this paper are based on the following powerful theorem,
summarized from the proof in [5, 28].
Theorem 2.1. Let S # X*. Given 0 j<n&1, n=dim M, if the follow-
ing three conditions are satisfied,
(a) Sing(S) & P(S)=<,
(b) 4j (S)=Sing(S) _ P0(S) _ } } } _ Pj (S) is a hyperbolic set of S,
(c) if for any neighbourhood U of 4 there exists a neighbourhood U
of S in X* such that for any X # U, 4j (X)/U,
then S is hyperbolic on Pj+1(S).
Using the above theorem and some well-known results, we can prove the
following result.
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Theorem 2.2. Let
B0=[X # X% | Sing( } ), Pj ( } ) : X b  2M, j=0, } } } , n&1,
is upper semi-continuous at X]. (2.3)
Then for any X # B0 , X obeys Axiom A and the no-cycle condition.
Moreover, B0 is an open and dense set. Especially, there exists a Baire
set B1 /L such that for any X # B1 , X obeys Axiom A and the no-cycle
condition.
Recall that X%=X%(M) is the set of the C1 vector fields whose
singularities and periodic orbits are strongly separated, i.e., X # X% if and
only if there exist a neighbourhood U of X in X* and two open sets G0 , G1
in M with G0 & G1 =< such that for any Y # U, Sing(Y)/G0 , P(Y)/G1 .
Proof. Assume X # B0 . Since
P(X)= .
n&1
j=0
Pj (X),
to show the hyperbolicity of P(X), we only have to show that Pj (X) is
hyperbolic for each j. Following [5, 15, 28], we will use induction to prove
that each Pj (X) is hyperbolic. The first step of induction is the following
result, which is a direct consequence of a result in [8].
Theorem 2.3. If X # X%, then P0(X) and Pn&1(X) consist of finite orbits.
Proof. According to the Theorem 5.3.1 of [7], we only have to check
that 0(X)&Sing(X) is closed in M. Since the singularities and periodic
orbits of X are strongly separated, i.e., there exist mutually disjoint open
sets G0 and G1 such that Sing(Y)/G0 and P(Y)/G1 if Y # X is sufficiently
close to X. Hence according to the well-known C1 closing lemma of Pugh
(see [7, 13, 2022, 30]), 0(X)&Sing(X)/G1 , from which one can easily
deduce that 0(X)&Sing(X) is closed. K
By Theorem 2.3, P0(X) is finite. Hence, P0(X)=P0(X) is hyperbolic.
Now, suppose that we have shown that Pi (X) is hyperbolic for each
0i< j+1. Let us show the hyperbolicity of Pj+1(X). According to
Theorem 2.1, we only have to verify the conditions (a), (b), and (c). But
conditions (a) and (c) hold by the definition of B0 ; condition (b) is the
induction assumption.
To show B0 is a Baire set, we use the following well-known result (see
[14]). For a complete proof see [4].
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Proposition 2.4. Let X be a Baire space and (M, d ) a compact metric
space. Assume that the mapping 4 : X  2M satisfies that for any f # X, 4( f )
is a closed subset of M. If 4 is lower semi-continuous, there exists a Baire
subset B of X such that 4 is upper semi-continuous on B.
Obviously, the set-valued mappings
Sing( } ), Pj ( } ): X%  2
M, j=0, } } } , n&1,
are all lower semi-continuous. Let BS , Bpj , 0 jn&1 be the Baire sets
corresponding to Sing( } ), Pj ( } ) respectively, which are guaranteed by
the above proposition. Hence B0=BS & Bp0 & } } } & Bp(n&1) is also a Baire
set.
Now, it has been shown that Sing(X) _ P(X) is hyperbolic. For any
point p # 0(X)&Sing(X), according to the C1 closing lemma, there exists
Y # X% such that Y is sufficiently close to X and p is a point on a closed
orbit of Y. By the upper semi-continuity of Pj ( } ) at X, p # P(X). Hence,
Sing(X) _ P(X)=0(X).
Finally, we show that X satisfies the the no-cycle condition. Otherwise,
assume that there exists a cycle among the basic sets of the spectral decom-
position of X. By a sufficiently small perturbation, we get a Y # X% such
that Y possesses a closed orbit near the cycle, which contradicts the upper
semi-continuity of Sing( } ), Pj ( } ) at X. This proves the theorem. K
As a corollary, we have
Theorem 2.5. Denote by 0S=0S(M) the set of all C1 0-stable vector
fields on M. There exists a Baire set B/0S such that for any X # B, X
obeys Axiom A and the no-cycle condition. Furthermore, B is open and
dense.
Proof. Let
B=[X # 0S | Sing( } ), Pj ( } ) : 0S  2M, j=0, } } } , n&1,
is upper semi-continuous at X]. (2.4)
It is well known that if X is C1 0-stable then X # X* (see[3]). So one can
use Proposition 2.4 to show that B is a Baire set. Now, To prove
the theorem, it only needs to be shown that B/X%. For any X # B, by
the C1 connecting lemma of Hayashi (see [5, 28, 29]), it is easy to
see that Sing(X) & P(X)=<. Then, by upper semi-continuity, we have
X # X%. K
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3. THE PROOF OF 0-STABILITY CONJECTURE
Definition 3.1. Let (X, d ) be a compact metric space and ,t a (con-
tinuous) flow on X. We say , has the Pseudo-orbit Tracing Property
(POTP) if for any =>0, there exist L>0, :>0 such that for any (L, :)
pseudo-orbit [ti , xi]i=& (i.e., d(,ti (x i), x i+1):, tiL) there exist y # X
and an orientation-preserving homeomorphism g : R  R, g(0)=0 such
that d(,g(t)( y), ,t&Ti (xi))= for TitTi+1, where Ti is defined as
t0+ } } } +t i&1 , if i>0,
Ti={0, if i=0, (3.5)&t&1& } } } &ti , if i<0.
,t is called expansive if for any ’>0, there exists :>0 such that if
d(,t(x), ,g(t)( y)) : for some orientation-preserving homeomorphism
g : R  R, g(0)=0, then there exists |v|’ such that x=,v( y).
Lemma 3.2. Let (X , d ) and (X, d ) be two compact metric spaces and , t
and ,t two flows on X and X respectively. Assume that , t has no singularities.
If the two flows are flow equivalent and (X , , t) is expansive, then (X, ,t) is
also expansive. The same result is true for the POTP.
Proof. One can find a proof for the first statement of the lemma in [2]
and the second statement and many other facts about the POTP for flows
in Thomas [27]. K
The following theorem is the basis of our proof of the 0-stability conjec-
ture. For a proof, see [8] or [5].
Theorem 3.3. [7]. Let S # X*. Then S has a neighborhood U in X*, and
there exist numbers ’~ >0 and T >1 such that if X # U then
(i) Whenever x is a point on a periodic orbit of X and T t<, one
has
1
t
[’+(X, D+(X, x); t)&’&(X, D&(X, x); t)]2’~ .
(ii) When P is a periodic orbit of X with a period T, x # P, and when
for an integer m1, 0=t0<t1< } } } <tl=mT is a partition of (0, mT)
satisfying
tk&tk&1T , k=1, 2, ..., l,
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one has
1
mT
:
l&1
k=0
’&(X, D&(X, ,tk(x)); tk+1&tk)&’~ (3.6)
and
1
mT
:
l&1
k=0
’+(X, D+(X, ,tk(x)); tk+1&tk)’~ . (3.7)
From now on, for any X # X*, we will fix U , T , and ’~ guaranteed by the
above theorem.
The following corollary of the above theorem will be repeatedly used in
this paper.
Corollary 3.4. Assume that X # X* and 4/Pj (X) is a closed
invariant set of X. Then there exists a uniquely (’~ , T , j)-dominated splitting
on 4; i.e., there exists a continuous bundle splitting
D4=2 j& 2
j
+
such that dim 2 j&= j and
’+(2 j+(x), t)&’&(2
j
&(x), t)2’~ t
for any x # 4 and tT .
Theorem 3.5. Let X # X. If X is C1 0-stable, then X satisfies Axiom A
and the no-cycle condition.
Proof. It is well known that if X is C1 0-stable, then X # X* ([3]).
According to Theorem 2.5, there exists Y # X* such that Y satisfies Axiom
A and the no-cycle condition and X and Y are flow equivalent. Assume the
spectral decomposition of Y is
0(Y)=Sing(Y) _ 11 _ } } } _ 1l . (3.8)
According to the flow equivalence of X and Y, we have
0(X)=Sing(X) _ 41 _ } } } _ 4l , (3.9)
where (4i , X) is flow equivalent to (1i , Y) for i=1, } } } , l.
We will use the following lemma to prove this theorem, while the proof
of the lemma will be left to the last section.
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Lemma 3.6. The assumptions are the same as the above. Then for any
i=1, ..., l, the periodic orbits in 4i have the same index.
The proof of the following lemma is easy. One can find a complete proof
in [4].
Lemma 3.7. Let Z # X* and x # M&Sing(Z). Assume that there is
(’, T, p)-dominated splitting
Dx=2 p&(x)2
p
+(x)
at x. Let q=dim D&(x). Then
(i) if pq, then 2 p&(x)/D&(x) and
(ii) if pq, then 2 p&(x)#D&(x). Especially, if p=q, then 2 p&(x)=
D&(x).
For 2 p+(x) and D+(x), similar results are also obtained.
Now, we would like to use the obstruction sets theory of Liao to prove
the hyperbolicity of X on 4i . Since (4i , X) is flow equivalent to (1i , Y),
periodic orbits are dense in 4i . By the relation of hyperbolic sets and
normal sets (see [7, Theorem 4.5.9]), we only have to show that
4i & Ob(X)=<. Otherwise, suppose 4i & Ob(X){<, i.e., 4i is a
rambling set of X. Take a minimal rambling set 4/4i . We have two cases:
(i) 4 is simple. According to Theorem 1.1 there exist two (con-
nected) hyperbolic sets 4< and 4> in 4. According to Lemma 4.1 (see the
next section), there are (’~ , T , Ind4< )- and (’~ , T , Ind4> )-dominated split-
tings on 4. By Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 3.7, Ind4< {Ind4> . So, by the
POTP of hyperbolic sets (see [25]), there exist at least two periodic orbits
P< and P> such that P< and P> are near enough to 4 so that
P< , P> /4i and IndP<=4< {IndP>=4> . But this is contradictory
to Lemma 3.6.
(ii) 4 is non-simple. By Lemma 3.6, assume the index of periodic
orbits in 4i is p. We claim that there exists a sequence of periodic orbits
[Pj] in 4i such that Pj converges to 4 in the sense of Hausdorff.
In fact, by the flow equivalence of 4i and 1i , suppose 4 is flow equiv-
alent to 1/1i . By the POTP of hyperbolic sets, it is easy to see that there
exists a sequence of periodic orbits Qj /1i such that Q j converges to 1 in
the sense of Hausdorff. Since Hausdorff convergence is preserved under
homeomorphism, the image of Qj under flow equivalence, denoted by Pj ,
converges to 4 in the sense of Hausdorff.
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Now, by Theorem 1.1, there exists a hyperbolic set K/4 with IndK{p.
Again there exists at least one periodic orbit P/4i with IndP{p, which
is again contradictory to Lemma 3.6.
Obviously, the singularities and periodic orbits of X are dense in 0(X).
So we have shown that X satisfies Axiom A. Since 0-stability is an open
condition, there exists an open set U/X such that X # U and for any
S # U, S satisfies Axiom A.
The following well-known result implies that X also satisfies the no-cycle
condition, which can be proved by the same method in Palis [17]. For a
complete proof, see [4]. K
Proposition 3.8. [4, 17]. Assume U/X is an open subset such that for
any S # U, S satisfies Axiom A. Then for any S # U, S also satisfies the
no-cycle condition.
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.6
The whole section contributes to the proof of Lemma 3.6. The assump-
tions are the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Denote by ,t the flow
on M generated by X. In the following, we prove Lemma 3.6 for 4i=41 .
Lemma 4.1. If there exists a periodic orbit P with index IndP= p in 41 ,
then Pp(X) & 41 =41 . Therefore there exists an (’~ , T , p)-dominated
splitting on 41 .
Proof. By the theory of basic sets, for any periodic orbit Q/11 , the
closure of the set of the transversal homoclinic points of Q is equal to 11 .
Since flow equivalence preserves intersection property, the closure of the set
of the homoclinic points of P is equal to 41 . According to Lemma 3.7, one
can easily show that the homoclinic points of P are all transversal
homoclinic points of P. But according to the classical BirkhoffSmale
theorem, any transversal homoclinic point of P can be approximated by
periodic orbits of index IndP. So the periodic orbits of index IndP are
dense in 41 . K
The following lemma is Lemma 5.5.3 in [7]. Its proof is very easy.
Lemma 4.2. For any T >0, {>0, there exists =1>0 such that if
T T< and %(t) is a strictly increasing continuous function on [0, T]
with %(0)=0 and a, b # 0(X)&Sing(X), d(,(t, a), ,(%(t), b))=1 for
t # [0, T], then (1&{) T%(T )(1+{) T.
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Corollary 4.3. The assumptions are the same as for the above lemma.
If 0t1<t2T and t2&t1T then (1&{)(t2&t1)%(t2)&%(t1)
(1+{)(t2&t1).
Proof. Since % (t)=%(t+t1)&%(t1) is a strictly increasing continuous
function on [0, t2&t1] and d(,(t, ,(t1 , a)), ,(% (t), ,(%(t1), b)))=1 ,
applying the above lemma to this case, we get the corollary. K
In the following we will take T =T . If 2T t2&t13T then
(1&{)(t2&t1)%(t2)&%(t1)(1+{)(t2&t1) and |%(t2)&%(t1)&(t2&t1)|
3{T . Fix a small positive number =0<T ’~ 1000. Take {<14 and small
enough so that if |t|3{T <1, |log &t& |=0 .
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Assume that the conclusion in Lemma 3.6 is false.
Then there exist two periodic orbits with indices p>q. By Lemma 4.1,
there exist (’~ , T , p)-and (’~ , T , q)-dominated splittings D41=2
p
& 2 p+ and
D41=2
q
& 2
q
+ on 41 respectively. By the continuity of dominated split-
ting, there exists =1>=2>0 such that once d(x1 , x2)3=2 , x1 , x2 # 41 ,
then
&’&(2 p&(x1), t)&’&(2
p
&(x2), t)&=0 ,
&’+(2 p+(x1), t)&’+(2 p+(x2), t)&=0 ,
(4.10)
&’&(2q&(x1), t)&’&(2q&(x2), t)&=0 ,
&’+(2q+(x1), t)&’+(2
q
+(x2), t)&=0 ,
for &4T t4T . Since (41 , ,t) is expansive, for ’=3{T there exists an
=3>0 such that if d(,t(x), ,g(t)( y)) =3 for some orientation-preserving
homeomorphism g: R  R, g(0)=0, then there exists |v|’ such that
x=,v( y). Let ==min[=1 , =2 , =3 2]. Since Y satisfies Axiom A, it has the
POTP (see [1]). According to Lemma 3.2, , has the POTP on 41 . Hence
for the above =, there exist L>2T , :>0 such that for any (L, :) pseudo-
orbit [ti , xi]i=& (i.e., d(,ti (x i), xi+1):, tiL) there exist z # 41 and an
orientation-preserving homeomorphism g: R  R, g(0)=0 such that d(,g(t)(z),
,t&Ti (x i))= for TitTi+1 . For the definition of Ti see (3.5). According
to Lemma 4.1 we can take two periodic orbits P, Q with indices p, q
respectively and x # P, y # Q such that d(x, y):2. Take periods T, S of
P, Q such that T>S>L>2T . Fix a large enough number m>0, which
will be determined later. For any n0, construct a periodic (L, :) pseudo-
orbit (x, y; mT, nS), i.e., a pseudo-orbit ([xi , ti]m+n&1i=0 )
 with x0= } } } =
xm&1=x, xm= } } } =xm+n&1= y and t0= } } } =tm&1=T, tm= } } } =
tm+n&1=S. Denote by xmn the corresponding tracing orbits; i.e., there
exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism %mn : R  R, %mn(0)=0
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such that d(,%mn(t)(xmn), ,t(x))= if 0tmT and d(,%mn(t)(xmn), ,t&mT( y))
= if mTtmT+nS. Generally,
d(,%mn(t)(xmn), ,t&kR(x))=, if kRtkR+mT,
d(,%mn(t)(xmn), ,t&kR&mT ( y))=, if kR+mTt(k+1) R,
(4.11)
where R=mT+nS.
Obviously, ,(%mn(R), xmn)=x~ mn is also an = tracing orbit of (x, y;
mT, nS). If % mn(t)=%mn(t+R)&%mn(R), then
d(,(%mn(t), xmn), ,(% mn(t), x~ mn))2==3 for all t # R. (4.12)
Therefore x~ mn=,(v, xmn) for some |v|3{T <1. This means Orb(xmn) is a
periodic orbit with period
Tmn=%mn(R)&v<%mn(R)+1.
Claim. There exists a large enough n such that IndOrb(xmn)<p.
According to the uniqueness of dominated splitting, for point x # P,
2 p&(x)=D&(x) and 2
p
+(x)=D+(x). Hence by Theorem 3.3 for any
partition 0=t0<t1< } } } <tl=mT<t l+1< } } } <tk=R=mT+nS, 2T <
ti+1&ti<3T for 0i<k,
1
mT
:
l&1
i=0
’+(2 p+(,(ti , x)), ti+1&t i)’~ , (4.13)
1
nS
:
k&1
i=l
’+(2q+(,(ti&tl , y)), ti+1&ti)’~ . (4.14)
Since d(,(%mn(t), xmn), ,(t, x))= by (4.11), then by (4.10),
:
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(ti), xmn)), t i+1&t i)
 :
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(ti , x)), ti+1&t i)&l=0 . (4.15)
By Corollary 4.3,
:
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(ti), xmn)), %mn(ti+1)&%mn(ti))
 :
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(ti , x)), t i+1&t i)&2l=0 . (4.16)
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Similarly,
:
k&1
i=l
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(t i), xmn)), %mn(t i+1)&%mn(ti))
 :
k&1
i=l
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(t i), xmn)), ti+1&t i)&(k&l ) =0 (4.17)
 :
k&1
i=l
’&(2 p&(,(ti&t l , y)), t i+1&ti)&2(k&l ) =0 (4.18)
 :
k&1
i=l
’&(2 p&(,(ti&t l , y)) & 2
q
+(,(t i&tl , y)), t i+1&ti)&2(k&l ) =0
(4.19)
 :
k&1
i=l
’+(2 p&(,(ti&t l , y)) & 2
q
+(,(t i&tl , y)), t i+1&ti)&2(k&l ) =0
(4.20)
 :
k&1
i=l
’+(2q+(,(ti&t l , y)), ti+1&ti)&2(k&l ) =0 (4.21)
nS’~ &2(k&l ) =0 . (4.22)
According to formulae (4.15)(4.22), we have
:
k&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(t i), xmn)), %mn(t i+1)&%mn(t i))nS’~ &Am&2k=0 , (4.23)
where Am= l&1i=0 ’&(2
p
&(,(t i , x)), t i+1&ti).
By Corollary 4.3, 0=%mn(t0)<%mn(t1)< } } } <%mn(tk) and 32T <%mn(ti+1)&
%mn(ti)<4T , Tmn=%mn(tk)&v. Denote si=%mn(ti) for i=0, 1, ..., k&1 and
sk=Tmn . Hence
:
k&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(si , xmn)), si+1&s i)nS’~ &Am&(2k+1) =0 . (4.24)
When n  +, the right hand side of (4.24) tends to +. Hence, if n is
large enough,
:
k&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(si , xmn)), si+1&s i)>0. (4.25)
If IndOrb(xmn)p, then
2 p&(,(t, xmn))/D&(,(t, xmn)).
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By Theorem 3.3,
:
k&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(s i , xmn)), si+1&s i)
 :
k&1
i=0
’&(D&(,(s i , xmn)), si+1&s i) (4.26)
&Tmn’~ . (4.27)
But (4.25) is contradictory to (4.27). The claim is thus proved.
Take an n such that IndOrb(xmn)p, IndOrb(xm(n+1))<p. Take a parti-
tion of [0, mT+(n+1) S] as follows: 0=t0<t1< } } } <tl=mT<tl+1<
} } } <tk = R = mT+nS<tk+1< } } } <th = mT+(n+1) S, 2T <ti+1&
ti<3T for 0i<h.
Since IndOrb(xm(n+1))<p,
2 p&(,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1))) & D+(,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1))){[0].
Hence if we write zi=,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1)) then
:
h&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(zi), %m(n+1)(t i+1)&%m(n+1)(t i))
 :
h&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(zi) & D+(zi), %m(n+1)(t i+1)&%m(n+1)(ti)) (4.28)
 :
h&1
i=0
’+(2 p&(zi) & D+(zi), %m(n+1)(t i+1)&%m(n+1)(ti))
 :
h&1
i=0
’+(D+(,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1))), %m(n+1)(t i+1)&%m(n+1)(ti))
Tm(n+1)’~ &=0(1&{)(mT+(n+1) S&1) ’~ &=0 . (4.29)
The proof of (4.29) is the same as that of (4.24). On the other hand, by
the same arguments as used in proving inequalities (4.15) and (4.16), we
have
:
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1))), %m(n+1)(ti+1)&%m(n+1)(t i))
 :
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(ti , x), ti+1&ti))+2l=0
 :
l&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(t i), xmn)), %mn(ti+1)&%mn(ti))+4l=0 . (4.30)
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Similarly,
:
k&1
i=l
’&(2 p&(,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1))), %m(n+1)(t i+1)&%m(n+1)(ti))
 :
k&1
i=l
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(t i), xmn)), %mn(ti+1)&%mn(t i))+4(k&l ) =0 .
(4.31)
Let
K= sup
x # 41, u # Dx, &u&=1, |t|4T
log &t(u)&.
Then
:
h&1
i=k
’&(2 p&(,(%m(n+1)(ti), xm(n+1))), %m(n+1)(ti+1)&%m(n+1)(t i))
 :
h&1
i=k
KK(h&k)KST . (4.32)
Combining (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32), we get
:
h&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%m(n+1)(t i), xm(n+1))), %m(n+1)(t i+1)&%m(n+1)(ti))
 :
k&1
i=0
’&(2 p&(,(%mn(ti), xmn)), %mn(t i+1)&%mn(ti))+4k=0+KST
 &Tmn’~ +(4k+1) =0+KST
 &(1&{)(R&1) ’~ +(4k+1) =0+KST . (4.33)
The reason for (4.33) is that IndOrb(xmn)p and then 2 p&(,(%mn(t i),
xmn))/D&(,(%mn(t i), xmn)).
By (4.33) and (4.29), we have
(1&{)(mT+(n+1) S&1) ’~ &=0&(1&{)(R&1) ’~ +(4k+1) =0+KST
(1&{)(2mT+(2n+1) S&2) ’~ (4k+2) =0+KST
(4(mT+nS)T +2) =0+KST
8(mT+nS)T =0+KST
(mT+nS) ’~  12 (mT+nS) ’~ +KS (4.34)
If we take m such that mT’~ 4>KS then the inequality (4.34) is impossible.
This contradiction proves Lemma 3.6. K
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